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THIS LESSON:

•Quiz

•Visuals

•Reading

•Vocabulary

•Writing



QUIZ:
1. What percentage of  people in Africa go hungry?    a) 9%   b) 19%    c) 29%

2. Which continent has the most hungry people?  a) Africa     b) Asia     c) South America

3. What percentage of  the world are overweight or obese?  a) about 20%  b) about 33%   c) 

about 50%

4. What percentage of  obese under-5s live in Asia and Africa?  a) 25%    b) 45%   c) 65%

5. How many people in the world cannot afford a healthy diet?  a) 1 billion  b) 2 billion  c) 3 

billion

6. In the last 50 years, world population has grown by 120% - how much has food production 

grown by?  a) 120%    b) 200%   c) 300%



7. How much of  the world’s food is wasted?   a) 10%   b) 20%   c) 30%

8. How much money is spent in the US every year on growing, transporting, 

processing and disposing of  food that is never eaten?   

a) 118 billion dollars   b) 218 billion dollars  c) 318 billion dollars

9. How many people in the world could be suffering from extreme hunger because of  

Covid-19?  a) 70 million   b) 170 million  c) 270 million

10. How many people in the UK used foodbanks in the first few weeks of  Covid-19 

lockdown?  a) 1.7 million    b) 2.7 million   c) 3.7 million

When you’ve thought about the answers, check with the infographic >>>>>>>>







PICTURES:

Look at the next 4 slides and make notes for each one:

1/ Where was the photo taken? – and how do you know?

2/ What can you see in the photo related to food or hunger?

3/ What do you think the message of  the photo could be?  











NOW SKIM-READ THIS ARTICLE (NEXT 6 SLIDES) 

– MAXIMUM 5 MINUTES

to see if  you made correct predictions about 

the messages of  the photos



DEATH BY COVID-19 – OR HUNGER?
COVID-19 SHOWS US THE PROBLEMS IN OUR WORLD FOOD SYSTEM. HAZEL HEALY SAYS THAT MILLIONS OF 
PEOPLE WERE SUDDENLY HUNGRY – AND SHE HAS AN IDEA FOR A BETTER, MORE EQUAL WAY. WITH EXTRA 
REPORTING BY MOHAMED CAMARA.

Sierra Leone announced its three-day lockdown without warning. Mummy K is a fish seller from Freetown. Her 
fish spoiled, the ice melted around it. ‘When I bought the fish, the price was high. So it was a big loss for me,’ she 
says. Three months later, other fish sellers are selling again, but she is sitting playing games.

‘I don’t know how to start again,’ she says. Her income supported three others, including her four-year-old 
daughter. They are all now living on garri, a cassava flour, saved for shocks like these. She’s watching her 
daughter carefully for signs of sickness. ‘Children eat money,’ she says.

Mummy K is one of thousands of women who work in the informal food economy in Sierra Leone. The UN’s 
World Food Programme says Sierra Leone is one of 27 countries now facing big hunger problems. All over the 
world, the Covid-19 made hunger worse in many hungry communities. For many, it comes with conflict, climate 
change, and terrible poverty. The warnings are very serious. The World Food Programme (WFP) says that the 
number of people with terrible hunger may rise to 270 million before the end of 2020, an 82-per-cent increase 
since 2019. Already, The Lancet reports, 10,000 more children died from hunger linked to Covid-19 every month 
since it began.

How are things so bad after only a few months?



HUNGER
Covid-19 shows the big problems with power and our food system. Millions of people were near to hunger before Covid-19. This is 
not a problem of production – harvests are ok, and our food system already produces enough to feed everyone. The problem is that
since the economic problems from lockdown, people do not have enough money for food. The poorest people already spend over 
70 per cent of their income on food. So a five-per-cent decline in the world economy immediately affects the poorest people most. 
In April 2020, the Danish Refugee Council found only 3 per cent of Syrian families in Jordan had one of their family with a job. It was 
65 per cent before Covid-19. Almost 80 per cent said that they didn’t have enough food for the next three weeks.

Then there is the reduction in wages for migrant workers. The World Bank says there will be a 20-per-cent reduction in income from 
abroad, about $100 billion. This is leading to a 300 per cent increase in hunger in Latin America.

The rich world also has problems. Data from the UK government shows that during the first few weeks of lockdown as 7.7 million 
adults ate smaller meals or missed meals. In the US, a record 54 million people do not know where their next meal is coming from.

Hunger is not only a problem for poor people in cities. It is also affecting smallholder farmers. Lockdown stopped them working.
These farmers feed 70 per cent of people in Latin America, South and East Asia, and sub-Saharan Africa. In Burkina Faso over half the 
country is already hungry. Danssanin Lanizou told the Associated Press how her family could not go to the market and they could not 
sell their vegetables. She is now too malnourished to breastfeed her one-month old baby. Her baby’s weight is 50 per cent less after 
a month. As less food reaches cities, prices are rising. At the same time, too much food in rural areas means prices are going down 
for producers. A 50-kilo bag of onions is a dollar less at the market and so Lanizou’s husband has to buy less seed for next year –
then the hunger continues. Lockdown also stopped fishers from going to sea. In Kenya, it stopped night-fishing of Nile Perch and
Omena (or Dagaa). They are good cheap small fish for local people. In Tombo, south of Freetown, there were riots with two people 
dead after only 15 of 400 boats were allowed out to sea.



SUPPLY CHAIN PROBLEM
Covid-19 also means big problems with the international supply chains. A quarter of all food is now traded 

internationally. A supply problem in one place can affect the world.

The supply problems show how countries in the Global South rely on imports to feed their people and market shocks 

affect them. Nearly half the world’s fish comes from China and with Covid-19 the fish trade stopped. When trade started 

again, China sent its frozen tilapia fish not to Global South countries but to North American markets, which paid more as 

restaurants opened.

China’s change in trade meant that frozen fish doubled in price in Nairobi, Kenya, which imported $23 million of Chinese 

tilapia fish in 2018. At the same time, Kenyan farmers lost the EU export markets for their flowers, fruit, and vegetables 

as airports closed and there was lockdown in European cities.

In early August, sales started again, but the Financial Times reports that Kenya’s horticulture is still losing about $1 

million per day. Smallholder farms are 80 per cent of this. One herb producer had to throw away 60 million tonnes of 

basil, mint, rosemary, and thyme when his Italian buyer stopped orders. Another farmer, Gerison Ndwiga, says he had to 

leave more than seven tonnes of beans in the fields to rot. Covid-19 means the possible end of Kenya’s horticulture 

industry with 350,000 jobs at risk.

Rich countries had difficulties. Food supply was ok in the UK, but Nature Food says this was luck. For 95 per cent of its 

food, Britain relies on supermarkets, which use supply chains powered by algorithms. The UK can face possible problems 

because it relies on seasonal migrant labour and Spain and The Netherlands for its fresh vegetables.



Nature Food says that as Britain imports half of its food, and there is a possible ‘no deal Brexit’, and there is climate change, we can no longer 
leave the food supply to the market.’ The UK’s Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Select Committee now wants a Minister of Food Security 
for Britain.

Food-processing factories were the perfect place to grow Covid-19 and infections among workers meant farms, packing plants, and abattoirs 
closed. In April, 11 per cent of Ghana’s Covod-19 infections came from a tuna factory operated by the world’s biggest fish processor, Thai 
Union. In June, Covid-19 in abattoirs forced the Gütersloh district of north-western Germany into lockdown and showed the dirty, living 
conditions of migrant workers there.

The meat industry is the worst in the world for Covid-19. In the US, powerful food corporations JBS, Cargill, Tyson, and others got an executive 
order from Donald Trump to keep their meat-packing plants open. Covid-19 killed at least 70 workers. The industry is in the hands of so few 
companies that when Covid-19 caused 20 per cent of meat plants to close there were many animals ready for slaughter but with nowhere to 
go.

The New York Times said some farmers gassed and shot hundreds of thousands of pigs that were ‘too heavy to kill’ and threw away the 
bodies. Others tried – and failed – to sell pigs on Facebook and Craig’s List. The big poultry company, Allen Harim Foods, gassed two million 
birds because there were not enough workers. At the same time, hunger in the US was increasing.

The big companies did very well. Because they were allowed to continue their business but small farmers and fishers could not work. As 
Covid-19 spread, their profits grew. Campaign group GRAIN reports that, in April, Nestlé paid out a record $8 billion to shareholders and 
executives. This is nearly double the food-emergency fund requested by the UN’s WFP. Bayer, the world’s biggest seed and agrochemical 
company paid out $2.8 billion to shareholders. Cargill, the world’s biggest agribusiness company, will pay-out a record $640 million.

Industrial farming also helped to create the environments that increase pathogens such as Covid-19. Since 1940, agriculture has been linked 
with 50 per cent of all diseases that jump from animals to humans – as agriculture eats into forests, grasslands, and the last wild corners of 
the world. Many new diseases come from wildlife. Intensely reared livestock is the cause of some of the most serious recent diseases – nipah, 
MERS, Avian Flu, and Swine Flu. Covid-19 shows industrial farming to be a more and more unsafe way to get our food. Its use of fossil fuels 
increases greenhouse gas emissions



NEW FOOD WAYS
Covid-19 also shows that big changes can bring new possibilities.

Governments showed they could move quickly to protect the most vulnerable people. By June 2020, 195 countries 
planned or brought more social protection, mostly through cash transfers. In the Indian state of Kerala, free community 
kitchens run by women distributed food. In Johannesburg, South Africa, the city bought food from local markets for people 
with no jobs.

In Wuhan, China, they used buses to deliver food. Quito, Ecuador, also used buses. The city’s urban gardens delivered 11 
tonnes of vegetables to vulnerable neighbourhoods every week. Toronto turned its libraries into food hubs and in New 
York thousands of out-of-work taxi drivers delivered food parcels.

People everywhere helped. They gave money to the poor in India and Pakistan. In London, ‘Co-operation Kentish Town’ 
was Camden’s first food distribution network and delivered 22,000 food parcels. In Chile, bakers Elefante Blanco gave 
bread to 300 families. In Brighton in the UK, the Bevy Community Pub delivered 5,000 meals three times a week.

Farmers helped with the good use of social media. Kannaiyan Subramaniam from Tamil Nadu, India, used Twitter to move 
nearly 100 tonnes of cabbage; producers and consumers met on WhatsApp. Sudha Narayanan is from the Indira Gandhi 
Institute of Development Research. Sudha says that traditional food sellers – family-run shops and pushcarts that still 
supply 90 per cent of the Indian market – did better than modern retailers. Shopping malls stayed shut but car mechanics 
sold fruit and vegetables.

Local food chains did well. In the Philippines, the government collected surplus vegetables and took them to urban areas. 
This made money for producers. In France, Poland, the US, and China they used online platforms to connect farmers and 
citizens. In Ghana fishers delivered fresh seafood to households.



NEW IDEAS

Covid-19 has opened up new ideas. In the rich world, more people want governments not to leave decisions on 
food and prices to the big food companies. We know that obesity gives you a 50 per cent greater chance of 
falling seriously ill with Covid-19. In the UK, the government has an obesity plan, with restrictions on advertising 
junk-food and unhealthy foods in supermarkets.

In Kenya, they destroyed tonnes of French beans when there was not enough food and they are thinking about 
how and what the country produces. Jane Ambuko is Head of Horticulture at the University of Nairobi. She says 
‘Opportunities for using local and regional markets are now clearer after years of relying on exports.’ Because 
there are fewer cheap Chinese fish imports there is talk of bringing back the domestic fishing industry.

People are calling for farming that works with nature, and using plants and animals to help the land, fertilize 
crops, and fight pests. This means less need for imported fertilizers, and makes local food chains stronger.

The World Food Programme is calling for $4.9 billion over the next six months to stop the worst situation. But 
it’s at a time when rich nations have to think about their own economic problems.

The responses to Covid-19 could start a new food system, which feeds the poor and the hungry around the 
world. We should have a system that has a diverse, nutritious food supply and pays its workers and producers 
enough money.

The possibility of so much hunger and not enough food by the end of 2020 should tell us that food justice 
cannot wait.



READING

Now read the article again carefully and try to summarise 

each section in one sentence:

• Hunger

• Supply chain problem

• New Food Ways

• New Ideas



WRITING / VOCABULARY
Write 4 multiple choice questions ( 1 of  each of  a - d) based on the 

text – each with 3 or 4 possible answers. :

a) About the meaning of  the text

b) About the meaning of  vocabulary

c) About use of  punctuation

d) About use of  pronouns

If  possible, exchange your questions with another student and answer 

each others’ questions.



WRITING

Write a letter to the President of  the USA asking 

what they intend to do about ‘food justice’ in the 

world.

You can include your summaries of  the article.


